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Abstract—Demand for self-adaptive enterprise applications has been on the rise over the last years. Such applications are expected to satisfy context-dependent quality requirements in varying execution conditions. Their dynamic nature constitutes challenges with respect to their architectural design and development, and the guarantee of the agreed quality scenarios at runtime. In this paper we present the constituting elements of SHIFT, a framework that integrates (i) facilities and mechanisms for managing self-adaptive enterprise applications, (ii) automated derivation of self-adaptive enterprise applications and their respective monitoring infrastructure, and (iii) decision support for the assisted recomposition of self-adaptive applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Enterprise applications (EAs) are intended to satisfy the needs of entire organizations and usually involve persistent data, concurrent user access to the information and several user interfaces to handle the big amount of data requested. They live in dynamic execution contexts and are no longer isolated but instead interacting with other systems. Their dynamic nature implies that they are constantly under the influence of external stimuli (i.e., disturbances) from various sources inside or outside the system scope that may affect their behaviour or the levels at which they satisfy agreed quality. Regardless of the intrinsic uncertainty of disturbances and their possible sources, EAs still have to fulfill the customers’ quality agreements. This has generated a growing interest regarding support of infrastructures for autonomic adaptation of EAs, as well as flexible architectural designs conceived for allowing recomposition at runtime.

In this paper we present preliminary results regarding our SHIFT framework, which provides (i) facilities and mechanisms for managing self-adaptive enterprise applications based on the adaptation feedback loop of the DYNAMICO reference model [1], (ii) support for automated derivation of self-adaptive enterprise applications considering possible functional, quality and monitoring variations, and (iii) automated reasoning at runtime regarding context- and system-sensed data to determine and apply necessary system adaptations, considering deployment and undeployment tasks. SHIFT’s constituent elements are at different stages of development; throughout this paper we specify their current states.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the background and motivation. Section III provides a general description of the SHIFT framework. Section IV presents the mechanisms for assisted recomposition of applications. Section V describes our concrete implementation of the architecture for managing self-adaptive enterprise applications. Section VI presents our adaptation planning strategy based on automated reasoning. Section VII sets out conclusions and outlines future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Current approaches implement dynamic adaptation of service compositions at the language level [2], [3], [4], or using models at runtime [5], [6], [7], [8]. The first ones can be complex and time-consuming, and with low-level implementation mechanisms. Our work is related to approaches that use models at runtime. Model-based approaches for dynamic adaptation implement, tacit or explicitly, the MAPE-K reference model [9] that comprises five elements: (i) a Monitor, (ii) an Analyzer, (iii) a Planner, (iv) an Executor, and (v) a Knowledge base.

The recent work of Alferez et al. [10] summarizes good practices implementing the MAPE-K reference model and gives implementation details about reconfiguration mechanisms. They center their attention on service recomposition at runtime using (dynamic) product line engineering practices for assembling and redeploying complete applications according to context- and system-sensed data. Model-based approaches for dynamic adaptation of service compositions (e.g., [10], [5], [11]) do not consider changing requirements over SCA composites or EJ B models. This triggers new challenges given the complexity of deployment at the stage of adapting composites and EJB bindings. The work of van Hoorn et al. [12] gives an adaptation framework operating over component-based software systems. Their proposal remains at a high level without working with specific component models. Their framework is centered around component migration and load balancing, while our interest is component recomposition.

The work of Cedillo et al. in [5] is also closely related to ours. They propose a middleware for monitoring cloud services defined around a monitoring process that uses models at runtime capturing low- and high-level non-functional requirements from Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Their middleware only provides a partial implementation of the MAPE-K reference model, specifically of the monitor and analyzer elements. Their proposal derives the monitoring code
from the input model at runtime. The monitoring code is used by the middleware during the monitoring process. Heinrich et al. [11] also work around monitoring cloud applications; however, they are only concerned with triggering change events when the observation data model is populated at runtime.

Other approaches lack support for assisted derivation of monitoring infrastructures, which is important in order to manage reference architectures that prevent the infrastructure from introducing considerable overhead in the system’s regular operations. Assisted derivation of monitoring infrastructure also guarantees relevance of the complete self-adaptive architecture in changing context conditions of system execution [1].

In previous work, we proposed independent approaches and implementations in the contexts of the engineering of highly dynamic adaptive software systems with the DYNAMICO reference model [1], quality of service (QoS) contract preservation under changing execution conditions with the QoS-CARE implementation [13], model-based product line engineering with the FIESTA approach [14], [15], [16], automated reasoning for derivation of product lines [17], and the recent (unpublished) contributions regarding quality variations in the automated derivation process of product lines [16]. The SHIFT framework is motivated by the required integration of all these efforts in a move to approach automation and quality awareness along the life cycle of enterprise applications. With SHIFT we are currently focused in the design, development, deployment and operation stages of the life cycle. The remaining stages (e.g., testing, maintenance/evolution) are part of our ongoing research work.

III. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

Figure 1 presents a high-level architectural view of SHIFT’s constituting elements and their data flow. They are grouped into 2 areas: Automated Derivation and Autonomic Infrastructure. The Automated Derivation area is concerned about providing support for functional and quality configuration and derivation of (i) deployable enterprise applications components and (ii) monitoring infrastructure. In this area we use a model to capture reference architectures (Reference Architecture submodel) built on design patterns and their composition, and the functional (Domain submodel), quality (Decision Support submodel) and monitoring (Monitoring Infrastructure submodel) scopes of the EAs. Generated component sets and quality decision models, relating component sets with quality scenarios, are stored in the Component and Quality Repository, which is managed by the Knowledge Manager element; they are an input for (re)deployment processes.

The monitoring infrastructure is deployed as part of the Autonomic Infrastructure area, which implements the adaptation feedback loop of the DYNAMICO reference model [1]. As part of the Autonomic Infrastructure area, SHIFT considers the need for dynamically deploying and undeploying components to realize adaptation plans. Thus, the Planner element has to provide automated reasoning on the dynamic creation of structural adaptation plans. In order to obtain the best possible selection of components when configuring an adaptation to a deployed product, we rely on constraint satisfaction to reason on the set of constraints defined by reachable quality scenarios configurations and their relationships with the component sets implementing them. Interactions between quality scenarios may occur, and since different component sets may be available, conflicts between component sets may arise. Through automated reasoning, the Planner element may cope with this issue by taking into account additional information to get the best possible selection of component sets when determining an adaptation plan.

Realizing an adaptation plan in the Executor element considers transporting components from their source repository to the corresponding computational resource, undeploying previous versions of them, deploying them into the middleware or application server, binding their dependencies and services, and executing them. All of these while redirecting new requests for the application’s components to the new instances being deployed, and allowing existing requests and sessions to terminate. In addition, if necessary, to recompile system source code to make measurement interfaces available to the monitoring infrastructure. Accordingly, these deployment tasks are applied to the Monitor element to effectively ensure dynamic quality awareness.

IV. AUTOMATED DERIVATION OF APPLICATIONS AND MONITORS

The Automated Derivation area in Figure 1 contains a model comprised of four submodels: Reference Architecture, Domain, Decision Support and Monitoring Infrastructure. We have currently devised the first three submodels (i.e. Reference Architecture, Domain, Decision Support), which we detail in Figure 2 with a UML-like notation. Subsection IV-A explains the three submodels we have specified so far. Subsection IV-C outlines how we will address the Monitoring Infrastructure submodel.

A. Specification and Design of Functionality and Quality

Functional Scope. The domain submodel (see Figure 2 left bottom corner) comprises an extensible metamodel for capturing the functional scope of product lines in the context of enterprise applications. This is based on our previous work [16]. The metamodel captures the variability in terms of business entities and their relationships, enabling the management of functional variability that involves CRUD operations over the entities, considering one-to-many and one-to-one relationships between them.

Quality Scope. Quality variations are modeled in the Decision Support submodel (see Figure 2 top) as quality scenarios where variation points are the stimuli and variants are alternative responses to a stimulus. The Reference Architecture submodel (see Figure 2 right bottom corner) is focused on supporting the modeling of architectural
implementations for quality variations. In order to associate architectural implementations for quality variants, we select design patterns in their pure form or we compose them. Resulting structures are documented as variable reference architecture fragments that are later composed and made concrete during the derivation process of components and complete applications. In that way, we compose patterns respecting a base (common) reference architecture, over which variable reference architecture fragments are integrated before deriving concrete implementations. By exploiting the relationships between the Domain and Decision Support submodels, product line engineers may accurately model the impacts of functional variants on quality attributes, and vice versa, when they exist. In order to manage the suitable relationships between functional and quality variations, from our previous work [14], [15] we consider the need of constraining the bindings between both submodels.

The strategy is based on defining OCL restrictions for capturing and validating constraint logic.

Designing Concrete Architectures. The Decision Support submodel provides support for assisted reasoning regarding achievable configurations and their interactions. Our decision model is a collection of (partial) reachable product configurations, expressed as sets of quality variants, and the modeling of their impact on other configurations. The impact of one configuration over another is expressed in terms of promote, require, inhibit and exclude relationships. For every pair of related configurations, a reference architecture fragment should be associated. Such fragments model the resulting structures and behavior that produces the composition of patterns associated to variants involved in the related configurations. Concrete architectures of reusable components and complete applications are created as a composition of a common reference architecture and reference architecture fragments. Composition rules are managed in model-based artifacts that will be introduced in the following section.

B. Component Derivation

Reusable components and complete applications result from transforming a set of functionalities contained in a domain model along with a configuration of quality levels into source code. The transformation process satisfies the constraints and conditions dictated by a common reference architecture and the variable reference architecture fragments that contribute. Our generation strategy is based on the delegation of responsibilities for composing templates (i.e. model2text transformations) in order to weave common and variable abstract reference architecture fragments. The common reference architecture is associated to a set of controller templates that are in charge of orchestrating the concrete architecture composition. Such controllers know the specific point where a contribution is needed, plus the concrete contribution it requires according to possible variants. Thus, controllers delegate the code declaration to contributors, which are concrete Java classes able
to return final source code or delegate on other contributors the responsibility of returning required source code. The generation process also creates templates and contributors for quality variations and related reference architecture fragments. We developed a common library as tool support for describing and weaving required compositions. The library includes a language for describing the required composition, and also includes an engine for weaving code fragments. Currently, we generate JEE7 components under the EJB 3.2 specification. The generation of SCA composites is under development. The specification, design and derivation of quality-concerned enterprise application is part of our recent (unpublished) work available in [16].

C. Specification and Derivation of Monitoring Infrastructure

In SHIFT, the specification and generation of monitoring components, deployable at runtime, is performed through PASCAN1. PASCAN1 is a Domain Specific Language (DSL) we are currently developing that allows defining two types of components: monitor probes (implemented either as an EJB or SCA component) and monitors (implemented as a SCA component). The first are introduced into the system, binding them appropriately and acting as a sensor, therefore allowing to measure actual service executions. Thus, the DSL allows system administrators to monitor components that were not considered to be monitored before the initial system deployment. The second contain the necessary logic to abstract single context events (i.e. events arising from monitor probes) into complex and relevant monitoring data to be analyzed by the Analyzer and other components (e.g., log components and monitoring dashboards). Both monitor probes and monitors are supplied with standard traceability and controllability mechanisms to (i) prevent the monitoring infrastructure from introducing considerable overhead in the system’s regular operations, and (ii) feed knowledge sources with relevant monitoring data. Controlling the produced monitoring components is important when the system reaches critical quality levels, given that it can end up breaching quality agreements or overusing system resources.

The interaction between probes and monitors is event-based, and is specified in a single source file. Monitoring specifications can be parametrized and derived in an automated way for any system component, for those quality attributes with clear definition and already proposed metrics and measurement methods [18]. In SHIFT’s current implementation, we have already designed a mechanism for automatically generating PASCAN1 specifications for the performance quality attribute. This mechanism takes place in the automated derivation phase, and produces the monitoring specification and its corresponding deployment descriptors.

One of most useful features of PASCAN1 is the standard
abstraction between measurement mechanisms and event-based monitoring logic. This separation of concerns allows PASCAN1 to monitor different quality attributes, as monitor probes implementing the necessary measurement methods exist. In our current implementation, monitor probes to measure performance factors are automatically generated and inserted into the system components.

Besides monitor probes and monitors, PASCAN1 includes a shared variable model containing relevant monitoring variables holding both reference values (e.g., contracted values in SLAs) and values describing the current state of the system (e.g., current system throughput). Monitors and other components can read and update these values; additionally, they can observe changes in them, by defining events in the monitoring specifications.

In order to monitor EAs, we consider EJB components in our DSL specification, in a way that monitor probes can be integrated with EJB implementations following Aspect Oriented Programming. EJB probes communicate with SCA monitors through Web Service bindings, accomplishing the same functionality that SCA probes. Service interception is realized by means of Intent composites, in FRA$\text{SCATI}$ and Interceptors in the GLASSFISH application server. Regarding the adaptation of the monitoring infrastructure at runtime, the dynamic deployment is realized by using the dynamic reconfiguration API in FRA$\text{SCATI}$, and the application versioning feature in GLASSFISH.

V. AUTONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE

The autonomic manager, based on the MAPE-K reference model, is the infrastructure that allows the derived EAs to be adapted to unforeseen context changes in order to ensure the satisfaction of agreed Service Level Agreements (SLA) (see Figure 1). Composing this infrastructure is a Monitor element that continuously senses relevant context data, an Analyzer that interprets monitoring events reported by the Monitor to determine whether the SLAs are being fulfilled, and the Planner and Executor elements that synthesize and realize adaptation plans to alter the system’s behavior, either by modifying the system structure or by varying parameters to reach a desired system state [9]. These four components share relevant information through the Knowledge source element.

Our current work considers the automated derivation of the monitoring infrastructure that realizes monitoring elements, comprising (i) monitor probes, attached to the Managed EA through a non-intrusive strategy based on aspect oriented programming, and (ii) event-based monitors that collect context data. The Analyzer is subscribed to handle monitoring events from Monitor elements, and is in charge of deciding when an adaptation is needed to ensure the fulfillment of the performance SLAs.

Our proposed implementation for the Planner element follows a constraint satisfaction approach to find the best configuration of components necessary to preserve the fulfillment of the performance SLAs, when available. Finally, the Executor element realizes the adaptation plan produced by the Planner, redeploying SCA and EJB components by means of the introspection capabilities in the FRA$\text{SCATI}$ middleware [19] and the application versioning feature in the GLASSFISH application server, respectively.

VI. AUTOMATED REASONING FOR COMPONENTS DEPLOYMENT

The Planner element of the Autonomic Infrastructure area in Figure 1 includes automated reasoning facilities, which help designing the adaptation plans to alter the system’s behavior by modifying its structure or by varying parameters to reach a desired system state. In order to obtain the best possible selection of components to alter the system’s behavior, we use the principles of constraint satisfaction to reason on the set of constraints defined by reachable quality scenarios configurations and their relationships with the component sets implementing them.

The following are the definitions we have adapted and established for our reasoning mechanism based on our previous work in [17]. We define a quality scenarios configuration as a model consisting of a finite set of Response Alternatives with a state of 1, if the response is unselected, or 2, if the response is selected.

We relate on decision models the information of components and variants in order to define the necessary actions to derive deployable components in accordance with a quality scenario configuration. Implementing a Response Alternative in an application may often require several composed components, thus, we refer as a component set to the set of composed components implementing a Response Alternative. A decision model is a finite set of decisions, where each decision is a weighted relationship between one component set and one Response Alternative. A decision may be 0 if the Response Alternative does not constraint the deployment of the component set, 1 if the component set requires the Response Alternative to be unselected, and 2 if the component set requires the Response Alternative to be selected.

A resolution model is a decision model instance, which binds variability and defines how to derive one product. Resolution models are the resulting adaptation plans. A resolution model is a finite set of component set applications. The application is not planned if the component set should not be deployed, and planned if the component set should be deployed. However, not every possible resolution model is a valid adaptation plan. A valid adaptation plan must satisfy the following constraints: A component set must be deployed satisfying the respective planned application in the decision model. Two deployable component sets must not exclude each other. All applicable component sets must take into account all the Response Alternatives’ states in the configuration.
Since many valid adaptation plans may be found, we have formulated [17] some operations on the previous models to provide the Planner element with additional information in determining the best possible adaptation plan. The application operation takes a decision model, a quality configuration model and a resolution model to verify the resolution model’s applicability as an adaptation plan. The possible resolutions operation calculates all the potential resolution models from the given quality configuration and decision models. The number of resolutions operation calculates the number of potential resolution models from the given quality configuration and decision models. This operation gives an indication of flexibility and complexity of the decision model. The validation operation indicates if a given decision model can provide at least one resolution model. The flexible component sets operation determines the component sets shared by a given set of possible resolution models. The inflexible component sets operation gives the opposite result of the flexible component sets operation, i.e. the component sets unique to each resolution model in a set of possible resolution models. The optimum resolution operation finds the best resolution model within a set of possible resolution models through the use of a maximizing or minimizing function depending on whether the greater or the least number of component sets, respectively, is more fit to adapt the Managed EA.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented our advances on SHIFT, a framework for the generation and management of self-adaptive enterprise applications. We discussed SHIFT’s architecture, which is based on the MAPE-K and DYNAMICO reference models [9], [1]. SHIFT copes with two areas: Automated Derivation and Autonomic Infrastructure. We have illustrated how SHIFT considers changing requirements over SCA composites and EJB models, and offers support for assisted derivation of enterprise applications and monitoring infrastructures. We also discussed how SHIFT offers automated reasoning as part of the Planner element in the Autonomic Infrastructure area. The Planner element is supported on the principles of constraint satisfaction to find the best configuration of components necessary to preserve SLAs. As future work, we will be working on refining the design of the framework and completing the concrete implementations for all the elements presented, including the complete autonomic infrastructure and its interoperability with JEE middlewares.
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